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The recent simultaneous appearance of numerous highly contagious variants of SARS-CoV-2 
demonstrate that the rate of adaptive evolution in the SARS-CoV-2 population is accelerating.  It 
is no longer appropriate to focus only on epidemiological goals like flattening the curve and 
vaccinating to achieve herd immunity.  We are now in a new phase of the pandemic, in which we 
must also focus on the evolutionary threats.  Here, we use the tools of population genetics, a 
subfield of evolutionary biology, to look into the pandemic’s past and future.  We explain why 
these variants are arising with increasing frequency as the size of the pandemic grows and we 
explore the likely paths of future SARS-CoV-2 evolution.  Our take-home message is that viral 
evolution during the vaccine rollout will be especially serious, making it essential to bring case 
counts down immediately.   
 
For those of us who conduct microbial evolution experiments in our labs, the simultaneous 
appearance of multiple highly-adapted variants is a common and familiar outcome of evolution 
in our experiments, e.g, (1, 2).   Our insight is that the accelerating rate of adaptive evolution in 
SARS-CoV-2 is a direct result of the steady increase in the supply of viral mutations as the 
pandemic proceeds.  Because the pandemic began from a single virus clone with no genetic 
variations, the pandemic initially lacked the mutational “fuel” for natural selection to drive 
adaptive evolution.  However, each time the virus reproduced, there was an opportunity for a 
mutation, as errors occurred when the virus copied its genome.  As the daily case counts grew 
and, with it, the size of the viral population, the rate at which mutations were produced 
increased: one copy initially provided one opportunity for a mutation, but one million copies 
provided one million opportunities.  Evolution by natural selection accelerated as the growing 
pandemic fed it more mutational fuel.   
 
Mutations arise randomly with respect to their functional consequences and random changes are 
much more likely to impair function than to improve it.  As a result, adaptive mutations are 
rare.  However, as the population of replicating viruses grows and more mutations are produced, 
even rare, adaptive mutations will arise.  Population geneticists recognize a critical transition in 
evolutionary dynamics once the population size exceeds the reciprocal of the per-site mutation 
rate.  Roughly speaking, above this threshold, mutations at every site in the genome are produced 
each generation.  Coronaviruses have a per-site mutation rate of approximately 10-6 per 
generation (3).  That is, in each generation and at any given site in the viral genome, there is a 
one in a million chance that a mutation will occur. Given that active case counts are well above 
one million, we are well above this critical threshold now.  Thus, mutations at every site in the 
SARS-CoV-2 genome are likely being shed by at least one (and probably tens or hundreds of) 
infected person(s) each day.  With case counts this high, population geneticists predict that 
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individual adaptive mutations will arise simultaneously in different viral lineages and that 
multiple adaptive mutations will arise simultaneously within individual viral lineages (4).  These 
are exactly the phenomena we observe in laboratory evolution experiments and that we are now 
witnessing with the B.1.1.7 (United Kingdom), B.1.351 (South Africa), P.1 (Brazil), and other 
highly transmissible variants (Fig. 1). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Evolution by natural selection in SARS-CoV-2 is accelerating.  The total colored area 
shows the trend in daily case counts over the course of the pandemic.  Case count data were 
obtained from (5) and smoothed for illustrative purposes.  Different colors correspond to 
SARS-CoV-2 variants that arose independently with different sets of mutations (only the 
amino acid changes in the Spike protein thought to be functionally important are 
listed).  Colors nested within other colors most likely descended from the variant in which 
they are nested.  For a particular date, the height of each color, relative to the total height of 
the colored area, reflects the approximate frequency of that variant on that date in the SARS-
CoV-2 GISAID database (6), accessed via nextstrain.org (7).   

 
Throughout the pandemic, natural selection has chiefly acted on viral mutations that increase R0, 
the average number of people that a single infected person will go on to infect, by increasing 
transmissibility (i.e., contagiousness).  That selection favors increasing R0 underlies our 
understanding of the worldwide spread of the D614G mutation in the spike protein, which has 
been shown to increase infectivity in cell culture by 5-10 times (8).  The emergence of highly 
transmissible variants is dangerous for public health because higher viral transmission will make 
it more difficult to achieve herd immunity (e.g., we may need vaccination rates nearer to 80% 
than to 70%).   
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However, as vaccination rates increase, the strongest selective force acting on the virus will 
become the vaccine itself.  How quickly vaccine resistance evolves will depend on the supply of 
mutations that specifically contribute to vaccine resistance.  Population genetics points to viral 
population size as the biggest influence on mutational supply under our control.  Not only does 
population size affect the supply of de novo (new) mutations, it also affects the amount of pre-
existing genetic variation, the probability that vaccine resistance mutations will become 
established in the population, and evolution of the viral mutation rate itself.  We describe each of 
these effects of population size below. 
 
First, reducing the SARS-CoV-2 population size will decrease the likelihood and rate at which 
vaccine resistance will evolve from de novo mutations — by reducing the opportunity for rare 
adaptive mutations. Vaccine evasion in Influenza, the virus for which we have the most 
information, typically requires several mutations in combination (9, 10), an event that has an 
exceptionally low probability of occurring de novo in a single viral reproductive 
event.  However, with case counts as high as they are now, even rare events become likely.  Case 
in point, each of the new highly transmissible variants possess large numbers of mutations, 
indicating that they resulted from rare and unusual events, such as long-term infections of 
individuals with compromised immune systems, UK: (11), South Africa: (12), Brazil: (13).  The 
good news is that bringing the case count down will be an exceptionally powerful means of 
reducing the occurrence of rare events and, thereby, for slowing the evolution of vaccine 
resistance from de novo mutation.  
 
Second, reducing the SARS-CoV-2 population size now will eliminate many low frequency 
mutations from the viral population by chance, making them unavailable to future selection for 
vaccine resistance.  If SARS-CoV-2 resembles other RNA viruses, we expect mutations that 
confer vaccine resistance to be relatively rare now — and thus most readily lost by chance — as 
past selection for R0 would not have elevated their frequency. For example, in Influenza, 
mutations that confer vaccine resistance and mutations that mediate R0 (by changing binding 
affinity for the host receptor) occur in different regions of the virus’ host binding protein 
(14).  Critically, the opportunity to eliminate rare vaccine resistance variants by reducing 
population size will disappear as soon as the increasing number of vaccinated individuals starts 
imposing the kind of selection that will elevate the frequency of such variants.  The time to act is 
now.  [We note that variants that arose as the result of past selection for resistance to 
convalescent plasma or prior infection (11, 13), will not be eliminated by reductions in 
population size.  We are stuck with these.] 
 
Third, reducing the SARS-CoV-2 population size now will reduce the number of contacts 
between infected and vaccinated individuals.  To increase in frequency in the SARS-CoV-2 
population, vaccine resistance mutations will have to benefit from their enhanced ability to infect 
vaccinated individuals.  If infected persons rarely come into contact with vaccinated persons, this 
kind of selection favoring vaccine resistance will have little opportunity to act.  Thus, it is critical 
that vaccinated individuals continue to wear masks.  Of the other strategies that could reduce the 
number of such contacts, only reducing the SARS-CoV-2 case counts in areas where we are 
deploying vaccines seems viable.  Reducing vaccine deployment in areas where case counts are 
high is not ethical and altering our vaccination order, e.g., by vaccinating whole households 
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simultaneously to reduce within-household transmission, would not prioritize the most 
vulnerable individuals.  
  
Finally, large population size is known to favor the evolution of higher mutation rates 
(15).  Evolutionary theory and laboratory evolution experiments show that high mutation 
variants evolve readily when many adaptive mutations are available and genetic recombination is 
rare.  These conditions may or may not be met in SARS-CoV-2, e.g., (16), but the SARS-CoV-2 
genome-wide mutation rate is below that of other RNA viruses and mutations that confer higher 
mutation rates are known to exist in SARS-CoV-1 (3). Clearly, the evolution of higher mutation 
rates in SARS-CoV-2 would be an evolutionary and public health disaster.  Our best defense is 
again to reduce case counts and, with them, the viral population size. 
 
We are heartened that world governments, the press, and the public are all deeply concerned by 
simultaneous appearance of multiple highly transmissible variants.  But as population geneticists, 
our message is: it’s worse than most people realize.  We are concerned about the public health 
consequences of variants that arose in the fall and are being detected now, but we are even more 
concerned about the variants that will arise this spring as vaccine deployment exerts natural 
selection in favor of vaccine resistance.  Every factor with the potential to increase the rate at 
which vaccine resistance evolves by natural selection is made worse by the high daily case 
counts.   
 
We need to bring the daily case counts down and we need to bring them down now.  We urge 
policy makers, epidemiologists, social scientists, and the press to include the evolutionary 
potential of SARS-CoV-2 in their deliberations. These evolutionary considerations will be 
particularly critical in communicating to the public the need for continued masking, social 
distancing and even shut downs, as needed. The rapid advent of vaccines is a triumph of science 
and a source of hope, but we remain vulnerable to SARS-CoV-2 evolution.  The guarantee of 
further evolution must be met with vigilance and action. 
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